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There is no such thing as ‘future proof’…

Instead: assume less - discover more!



Human Resources



Chief People / Humanity Officer



HR leaders as cultural architects 
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We’re at the pivot point



Technology  
has no  
ethics



#HellVen issues

90%10%



The era of Digital Ethics has begun



Our society will change more in the next 
20 years than the previous 300 years

HR



HR is one of the sectors deeply 
impacted by the confluence of 

man and machine 



Visualising the #1 HR challenge-opp



Technology

Humanity Organization

Technology

Humanity Organization

Was Will be

A holistic view of business: HR plays key role

HR



LIQUID HR for a flow-not-download world



From control to empowerment



Digitization   
Mobilisation / Screenification  
Disintermediation 
Decentralisation  
Automation / Robotization 
Intelligization   
Anticipation   
Virtualization   
Obligation / Reputation

The 10+ ations impacting HR



Digitization                         Mobilisation   
Screenification                   Disintermediation  

Automation                      Intelligization 
Personalisation                         Anticipation   
Virtualization                          Robotization

Exponential | Combinatorial | Interdependent



Digitization   
Mobilisation / Screenification  
Disintermediation 
Decentralisation  
Automation / Robotization 
Intelligization   
Anticipation   
Virtualization   
Obligation / Reputation



Digitization



Decentralisation: distributed, on-demand, anywhere workforce

? HR for networked organisations ?



http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/the-network-revolution-creating-value-through-platforms-people-and-digital-technology/



The cloud is the #1 game-changer



Disintermediation and the Gig Economy 

IBM Watson for HR via Youtube



Virtualization



Intelligization

IBM Watson for HR via Youtube



Anticipation

IBM Watson for HR via Youtube



(Obligation)?



HR Tech: Digital Ethics required



Ultimately, joblessness is a FEATURE of the 
digital ‘machine economy’ - not a bug!

Douglas Rushkoff in his Google Bus book:)



No, HR professionals will not become obsolete 



Image via TheEconomist.com

50-80% freed-up time for HR Managers, as well? How will YOU use it?

http://theeconomist.com


Liquid workforce…? 

IBM Watson for HR via Youtube



Automating HR management?



2025: a computer will match the capacity of the human brain 
2050: one computer will match the capacity of all human brains



Body Level One 
Body Level Two 
Body Level Three 

Non-routine work is our future



“One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary (wo)men. No machine 
can do the work of one extraordinary (wo)man” * Elbert Hubbard



Millennials will be 75% of the workforce by

•Great technology is mandatory (mobile) 
•Socialising is part of everything (!) 
•Collaboration and engagement is essential 
•Focus on adventure, mystery and experience 
•Passion about values is important

 2025



Yes… machines can learn but… can they BE?







EDUCATION VS. LEARNING (AGILITY)
EDUCATION (destination)

LEARNING (continuous)

Engage Novice Intermediate Expert Mastery

Discover Re-Frame

Experiment Apply Assess

Create
Iterate

Engage

@heathermcgowan



same idea:)



“It is by logic that we prove but by intuition 
that we discover” Henri Poincare





Management by algorithm? (Fortune) 
”In the past 10 months 

the percentage of 
companies using 

predictive HR analytics 
has doubled, from 4% to 
8%. Last year, investors 

put $2 billion behind 
companies making apps 
for hiring, performance 

management, even 
wellness. Bersin says he 
wouldn’t be surprised if 

HR teams soon begin 
intervening when 

employees who wear 
heart rate monitors show 

signs of stress.



• Computing 
• Marketing 
• Transport 
• Health and 

Medical 
• Government 
• (fka) HR

Cognitive 
Everything: 



Great people management is not just about data



Emotional, social, embodied intelligence?



ALGORITHMS
Explicit, verified data feeds, ‘facts’ 

STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Math 

Track and monitor as much as possible 

Knowledge, Data, Information

HUMARITHMS 
Unsaid, assumed, conscious, holistic, sentient 

HECI: Humanity, Ethics, Creativity,  Imagination 

Engage only with what matters 

Experience, Wisdom, Transformation



+
+

The future of HR in a nutshell


